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Preface
As the complexity of technology and the sophistication of consumers grow exponentially, having
the ability to identify and understand customers in order to personalize their engagements with
your brand is becoming an increasingly critical component to achieving success. This guide is meant
to serve as a roadmap to help your organization develop enhanced customer engagements and
experiences through strategy and technology with a focus on motivating your customers, building
their trust, earning their loyalty and ultimately fostering their evangelism for your brand.
Many portions of this guide, which was developed by a team of customer experience and loyalty
experts from Clutch, have been previously featured across an array of leading marketing, loyalty,
intelligence, customer and technology publications, including:

The insights and best practices throughout this guide have been adopted by premier brands across
several different industries. We hope it serves as an exceptionally useful tool in developing and
executing your brand’s customer strategy.
- The Clutch Team
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Achieving Exceptional Customer Experience
25 Critical Steps to Deliver Motivating Experiences to Your Customers

Introduction
Today’s ‘Age of the Customer’ has empowered consumers with real-time access to information on
products, pricing, service and support from customer reviews, pricing engines, product specs and
coupon sites, all of which can easily create detours on a brand’s path-to-purchase. This instant
information access gives consumers increased control over their shopping experience, requiring
brands to understand and quickly respond to consumers if they wish to capture their allegiance.

Forrester Research reports that the balance of the retail relationship between brands and
consumers has experienced a dramatic shift from the manufacturer to the consumer over the past
century. At the turn of the century and for decades beyond, the Age of Manufacturing (1900-1960)
saw the balance of control in the hands of the manufacturers largely due to monopolies and a lack
of market information for consumers. The next thirty years saw this power shift to distributors in
the Age of Distribution (1960-1990), where retailers had the bulk of influence over shoppers. The
Age of Information (1990-2010) started to move that control to customers, with growing access to
product information. And in the past few years the balance of power has shifted to the Age of the
Consumer (2010-present), allowing shoppers to have unprecedented control over their shopping
and buying experiences.

Many brands lament today’s ‘Age of the Consumer,’ pointing to the challenges and disadvantages it
presents to brands, indicating the real-time information access consumers have to products, pricing
and reviews is diminishing loyalty in the eyes of many organizations. This is certainly true for brands
that fail to strategically utilize the robust amount of information consumers are providing on a realtime basis. However, many innovative companies are recognizing this increased intelligence as a
path to understand consumer needs in order to build and foster long term relationships while
driving greater levels of loyalty.
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Customer Complexity
Understanding Today’s ‘Always On’ Consumer
While most brands have a wealth of customer data, the challenge is the disparate, fragmented
nature of it across technology platforms. Today the
average brand manages four internal customer systems
(e.g. point-of-sale, ecommerce, middleware), five
social network accounts and one mobile
application, all of which are collecting customer
data in real time.
The most successful marketers realize that if you
don’t understand your customers you can’t
effectively engage them. And if you can’t effectively

QUOTE NOTE
"We are using data to build a
deeper relationship
with our customers."
Jennifer Parker, Vice
President of Retail
Operations and CRM for
Theory 	
  

engage them, you can’t ultimately motivate them. And if
you can’t motivate them you can’t earn loyalty and build
evangelism. Many marketers talk about data being the key to successful marketing, but many are
resigned to maintain the status quo due to the disparate consumer data systems across POS, CRM,
ecommerce, mobile, social channels that only show fragmented customer views. Many of these
CMOs view the task of centralizing this data as nearly impossible, given the rigid internal technical
structures they often face.
This is a significant factor motivating brands to embrace consumer management technology in order
to centralize their fragmented data streams, identify and understand their best customers and
develop personalized engagements and experiences. Once achieved, brands gain incredible
competitive advantages that enhance relevancy, increase retention, extend customer value, earn
trust and loyalty, build evangelism and grow the bottom line.
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Understanding Loyalty
Focusing on A Customer’s Holistic Experience
Today, brands can understand consumers like never before on a
multidimensional level in regards to their shopping
tendencies, purchase activity, consumption trends and

DATA POINT

loyalty triggers. The emergence of advanced
consumer management, or the ability to

The average brand manages
four internal customer
systems (e.g. point-of-sale,
ecommerce, middleware),
five social network accounts
and one mobile application.

	
  

strategically identify, understand and motivate
customers on an individual basis, has empowered
brands to engage their customers on a
personalized basis. With this they are now able
deliver relevancy and engagement that builds affinity,
earns trust and ultimately leads to genuine loyalty and
even evangelism.

While consumers are able to change between brands easily today, many still demand an experience
that provides reliability and convenience. In fact, according to a Marketo survey, nearly 80 percent
of shoppers say they will only engage a brand’s offer if it is related to how they previously interacted
with the brand.

In other words, today, your average customer expects their experience to be personalized based
on their interactions, behaviors and preferences related to your brand. From this, genuine customer
loyalty is cultivated. Brands who deliver a holistic, integrated experience which focuses on delivering
consistent value and relevant interactions are earning trust, building loyalty and even cultivating
evangelism- a tremendous competitive advantage in today’s ‘Age of the Customer.’
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A dvanced Advantages
Powerful Consumer Management Technology Benefits
There are several major advantages advanced consumer
management solutions provide to drive a new customer
into a loyal one:

QUOTE NOTE
Universal View: Given the diverse crosschannel brand experience of customers spanning
online, in-store, mobile and social channels,
achieving a comprehensive view with a consumer
management solution delivers powerful insight
into customer behaviors and tendencies for
brands to strategically build and enhance a
consistent customer experience across all channels.

"Brands will be expected to
have a full 360-degree view of
their customers and will have to
deliver what they want, when
they want it and more
importantly where they want it."
Jenna Habayeb, Vice President
of Marketing for Splendid
	
  

Deep Understanding: The intelligence consumer management
provides is both broad and deep, detailing insight on both transactional and non transactional
activity, including purchase behaviors, social interactions, and campaign engagement. This allows
brands to understand and ultimately influence customers to build affinity and loyalty.
Real-Time Access: As consumer trends and tendencies shift, brands are able to read and react to
these changes on an immediate basis, delivering a powerful impact on the consumer by providing
exactly what they desire when they desire it.
Multidimensional Engagement: With all of the consumer management intelligence available,
brands can now drive campaigns on an array of dimensions from customer type to frequency to
timeframe and even specific products. This not only helps drive sales and brand affinity, but can also
help manage inventory and costs.
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Customer Value
The Tremendous Value of a Brand’s Established Customers
The value of an existing customer is rarely disputed.
Marketing Metrics says the probability of converting an existing customer is 65% on average, while
the probability of converting a new customer is only 10%.
Gartner states that the average business generates 80% of its

DATA POINT
The average business
generates 80% of its profits
from 20% of its existing
customers.

profits from 20% of its existing customers.
Bain and Company reports that increasing customer
retention by merely 5% can result in an average profit
increase of upward of 40% for a business.

	
  
On top of all this, new customers typically cost five to seven
times more to motivate toward a purchase than existing ones.
So, what does this all mean? If you’re not strategically focused on your current customers and able
to identify, understand and engage them effectively, you’re missing a tremendous opportunity for
your brand – maximizing the value of your existing base.
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Customer Centricity
Adopting a Customer-First Focus For Your Brand
Regardless of the concerns and challenges brands have
with consumers and their complex nature, many
brands claim to be heavily focused on the
customers. Whether the company calls it
customer-first, consumer-focused, or marketdriven, the idea revolves around placing an
organizationwide, strategic emphasis on
delivering to the specific needs of customers
with an eye on providing an exceptional

QUOTE NOTE
“Our goal remains to remove
the stress from the vehicle
maintenance. This evolution in
our customer relationship
program will help do that and
allow for greater
personalization.”
Artemio Garza, Meineke CMO

experience in order to retain them and eventually

	
  

earn trust and loyalty.
Irrespective of the term though, many organizations are falling short of achieving this in terms of:

•

Data: understanding their customers through centralized intelligence.

•

Analysis: developing actionable segments, profiles and trigger points.

•

Engagement: delivering personalized, relevant experiences to customers.

•

Measurement: reviewing and optimizing to maximize efficacy.
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Marketing’s Disconnect
Common Customer Pitfalls Marketing Falls Into
Despite the tremendous value existing customers provide to brands, a massive disconnect exists
within most marketing departments between the mission of being a customer-centric business
focused on driving retention and the corresponding structure and budget allotted to support this
sort of initiative. In fact, many marketing organizations are holding onto
budget structures from a bygone era, which is the equivalent of
embracing an analog strategy in a digital world.

DATA POINT

The disconnect lies in the fact that the average digital

The average digital marketing
budget still allots upward of 80%
to customer acquisition
initiatives, with typically less than
20% going toward existing
customers.

	
  

marketing budget still allots upward of 80% to
customer acquisition initiatives, with typically less than
20% going toward customer engagement and
experience to retain existing customers. Brands are
simply not investing in the resources, expertise,
technology, support, or strategy to back their customercentric mantra.

On top of this, the lack of a technology-driven strategy to
understand customers on a personalized basis in order to deliver those promised tailored
engagements often results in the brand relying on the traditional one-size-fits-all campaigns and
promotions. This generic, impersonal approach often damages the brand among savvy, cynical
consumers who expect personalization and relevancy, particularly when a brand promotes
itself as customer-centric.
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Technology’s Evolution
The Marketing Failures of Traditional CRMs
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software - the application designed specifically for B2B
sales contact management - is largely unable to support the needs of the marketing organization in
today’s complex customer environment. Originally
developed as a digital Rolodex of sorts - a contact
management system - CRMs serve as a centralized
information vault, but with limited capabilities
around analytics, intelligence and engagement,
which are gating factors for marketing teams.
Forcing a traditional CRM to serve as a single
customer solution presents a myriad of
limitations for brands in their ability to
proactively engage their customers.
For too long, marketing teams relying on CRM have

QUOTE NOTE
“Marketers have an evolving
need to understand customers
with actionable insight to deliver
relevant engagements. This is
motivating brands to adopt
Consumer Management in place
of a CRM.”
Joe Pino, Director of Client
Insights and Strategy, Clutch

	
  

had to choose between two evils: conform their
operations to inflexible, packaged CRM applications, or embark on costly development projects to
build their own CRM from the ground up. Even with massive investments attempting to retrofit the
system to integrate with a brand’s customer data sources, CRM technology is simply not designed
to address the needs of today’s marketers.
Today’s evolving need to understand customers with actionable insight in order to motivate them
on a real-time, relevant basis is motivating marketers to adopt Consumer Management technology
in place of a traditional CRM platform. A Consumer Management platform is specifically designed
for the data management, intelligence and insight, engagement and optimization requirements of
sophisticated marketing teams.
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25 Critical Steps to Deliver Motivating
Experiences to Your Customers
The following is a series of strategic steps innovative brands are adopting in order to deliver
personalized engagements and exceptional experiences to their customers. Adopting advanced
Consumer Management technology can streamline this process to help your brand identify,
understand and motivate its customers.

Data
Practically every consumer business has an established wealth of customer data that can be used to
drive strategic decision-making, customer understanding and personalized experiences.
1. Source Identification
The first step in unlocking the value of a brand’s customer data is to conduct a review to simply
identify the organization’s customer data sources. These can include, point-of-sale systems,
ecommerce platforms, middleware components, social accounts and mobile applications.
2. Available Data Audit
Once the sources are identified, conducting a comprehensive audit of each system is critical in
order to understand the customer data components that are captured, the overall architecture of
each technology platform and how the data can be extracted.
3. Cross-channel Integration
Developing a data hub will serve as the centralized ‘home’ of each system’s outputs. Each system is
generally integrated into this central point through APIs that connect on a real-time, ongoing basis.
4. Data Synthesis
Once the data from each system is centralized, synthesizing the data streams into a single unified
data view is integral. This process includes data cleansing, de-duping and unification as well as a
record matching process to connect individual customer data from each fragmented system.
5. Actionable Insight
Once synthesized, the universal data delivers a holistic, cross-channel customer view. From here the
data can begin to be analyzed to start understanding the behaviors, trends, tendencies and
preferences of the brand’s customers.
`

`
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Analysis
Once centralized and synthesized the organization’s data can begin to ‘tell a story’ about its
customers. An array of powerful customer dimensions can be constructed, including segments,
profiles and customer scoring based on their brand interactions.
1. Best Customer Identification
In a survey of brand marketers, over 25 percent said simply being able to identify their most
valuable customers (MVCs) would be transformative to their business. Identifying customers based
dimensions like spend, frequency and evangelism is major value Consumer Management technology
delivers to a brand.
2. Customer Segmentation & Profiling
Your synthesized data can now be analyzed to identify core and emerging segments which can he
specifically targeted with customer campaigns. Beyond this, the traits, behaviors and preferences of
customers can be packed into profiles and tracked to monitor key shifts and changes.
3. Customer Scoring
A core function of Consumer Management technology is to provide multidimensional scoring to
identify and track the ongoing value of customers. Again, this is not on their spend alone, but can be
influenced by frequency, cross-channel activity, purchase types and evangelism for your brand.
4. Activity Analysis
One of the key analytical components a Consumer Management platform delivers is the ability to
track and monitor shifts in activity across the entire customer based, by segment, customer type, or
even individual customer.
5. O pportunity Discovery & Evaluation
Through all this analysis, emerging opportunities can be identified related to customers, products,
channels or engagements. Once recognized, your team can develop strategic initiatives around each
opportunity. For example, marketers can implement campaigns to drive traffic during slow periods,
or promotions to enhance customer value by motivating cross-channel engagements. This can’t be
achieved with a traditional CRM system or stack of fragmented customer platforms.

Tip:

Develop a plan to analyze your data. Chances are there’s a tremendous
amount of information, so starting with a high level view and drilling down into
your segments and profiles makes the process much more manageable.
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Design
A critical step in customer strategy is designing your customer engagement and experience initiative.
Once your data is synthesized and analyzed the next step is to apply the resulting insight to
strategically design a program that engages and motivates your customers.
1. Business Goals
Before you embark on your customer experience design process make sure your strategy and
structure align with your organizations overall goals, as well as the marketing and customer
objectives of your brand.
2. Engagement Approach
Once your data analysis is conducted and corresponding key customer insights are reviewed, this
intelligence should be used to develop your engagement approach for your entire customer base.
Each customer segment should have a corresponding approach that includes timing, frequency,
messaging and offers.
3. Campaign Triggers
Developing triggers that result in personalized engagements according to the journey stage a
customer is in is critical to motivating customer behavior. Consumer Management technology
allows these triggers to be automated based on any step, behavior or milestone a customer
reaches.
4. Loyalty Incorporation
Your brand should also decide if a rewards program should be integrated into your approach.
There are an array of structures and options that can be custom designed for your brand to engage
any or every segment of your customers from cultivating the evangelism of your most valuable
customers (MVCs) to getting your lapsed customers to return.
5. Benefits (cash vs. non-cash)
Just as important as your loyalty program structure is the reward dimensions of your program.
While many brands embrace cash-based awards (e.g. discounts and coupons) alone, there are noncash rewards that can equally effectively motivate customers while enhancing their experience and
preserving your margins.

Tip:

Designing your customer engagement strategy should not be a unilateral
process. Create a cross-functional team that represents all dimensions of your
customer base, messaging and channels to design a comprehensive strategy that
meets the needs of your teams, brand and, most importantly, your customers.
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Engagement
Once the design process is complete and your strategic approach is constructed, the next step is to
design the actual interactions that will engage and motivate your customers, and ultimately deliver
an exceptional experience with your brand. Each touch point should focus on the relevancy and
value it delivers to the customer.
1. Customer Personalization
A critical component to developing your engagements is to focus on the personalization dimensions
of your communications and experiences to maximize the relevancy for each customer in order to
effectively motivate them with each touch point across every channel.
2. Email Campaigns
Developing personalized email campaigns that mirror the customer’s journey with your brand is
vital. Create campaigns that are clear, concise, to the point and motivating with a message and offer.
Develop standards on when you will use HTML versus text emails (both can be effective) and how
you will use imagery, links, offers and promotions.
3. In-Store Interactions
Consumer Management technology now allows messaging to be displayed via point-of-sale systems
to enhance clienteling and the in-store experience. These engagements should incorporate
associate training and also reflect the overall engagement strategy, delivering value to the customer
at the appropriate shopping stages.
4. Digital Engagements
Beyond email and in-store, Consumer Management technology can deliver consistent, streamlined
engagements via mobile applications or online properties with elements that can include loyalty
reward management and redemption to cart and banner ad interactions. Often the scope of a
brand’s digital presence deserves it’s own strategy to ensure all aspects are incorporated.
5. Emerging Channels
There are an array of other channels that should be accounted for and included with your
engagement strategy, including social media networks, wearable applications and even direct mail
and catalog channels. Consumer Management technology can deliver personalized engagements
across each of these channels; so ensuring you include all available channels your brand engages is
critical as to not have outlier interactions that are unaligned with your strategy.

Tip:

Remember to rely on your customer segments, profiles and scoring, as well
the intelligence discovered during the analysis phase to drive the development of
your customer engagements.
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Optimization
Given the dynamic, complex nature of your customers, understanding the shifts in behavior in order
to optimize your customer experience strategy and engagement tactics is critical to your brand’s
ongoing success.
1. Purchase Trends
Review the purchase trends of your customer base on an ongoing basis across dimensions like
purchase timing, cart size, checkout value and specific product SKU mix. Each of these will help
convey the efficacy of your strategy and tactics you’re engaging.
2. Product Lifecycles
Aside from reviewing the seasonality of products, analyzing your purchase data can signal when a
product’s appeal is diminishing, identifying when the brand should discontinue a product. It can also
help identify opportunities with new products, product evolutions or product bundles.
3. Customer Tendencies
Reviewing customer tendencies across your segments and entire base helps to detect how your
customers are behaving and interacting with your brand. This can be critical insight to shift and
adjust your engagement strategy on an ongoing basis.
4. Segment Shifts
Understanding continuous customer shifts are important to identify threats and opportunities with
your brand. This will help identify if there is an influx of new customers buying your products or a
spike in customers abandoning your brand. This will also help identify customers that can potentially
be motivated to ‘ladder up’ into higher segments or even into a most valuable customer (MVC)
state.
5. Customer Base Evolution
Taking a holistic, real-time view of your customer base can reveal the overall evolution of your
products, services and brand positioning in the market. Customer bases can quickly shift in real-time
given the dynamic nature of your markets and competition. Keeping a close eye on this gives your
brand an important competitive advantage.

Tip:

Too
customer
customer
that your

many companies end up ignoring the ongoing optimization of their
engagements and experiences. W ith the rate which today’s ‘always on’
operates and the speed at which markets shift, this is a vital dimension
strategy should not ignore.
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The Road Ahead
To take advantage of the wealth of customer intelligence that lies within a company’s fragmented,
cross-channel customer data, marketing needs solutions built specifically to solve their customer
challenges. For this reason, an increasing number of customer-centric brands are realizing traditional
CRMs are incapable of managing their complex customer data to deliver advanced customer
analysis, segmentation, scoring and personalization given that these CRMs were designed to address
the needs of the sales team. In turn, marketers are relying on advanced Consumer Management
technology with a platform developed to identify, understand and motivate existing customers.
Identifying and understanding the behaviors and preferences of their MVCs allows the brand to
personally engage them with unique, strategic value propositions beyond tiresome discounts, sales
and coupons that end up eroding margin and brand equity. Businesses are achieving this by driving
the value of MVC experience without sacrificing their revenues or margin. While identifying and
fostering MVC’s is a major goal to increase loyalty and the bottom line, it is also critical to
understand the profile of MVCs to usher potential MVCs through an enhanced brand experience.
The simplistic, true value of advanced Consumer Management lies within the ability to clearly
understand customers by connecting the fragmented data from their in-store, online, mobile and
social activities. This delivers an unprecedented perspective of how customers interact with a brand,
allowing marketers to increase the efficacy and relevancy of their engagements.
Aside from this, brands can leverage multidimensional customer insights with a Consumer
Management solution, eliminating the need for a team of data scientists and the significant technical
infrastructure to support them plus the massive associated costs.
From here, brands can devise an integrated customer experience strategy and effective engagement
tactics to motivate their customers, build trust, earn loyalty and impact the bottom line.
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Becoming Customer-Centric
This guide has been developed based on the design of hundreds of customer strategies for leading,
brands across an array of industries. We hope that you find it to be valuable in your path towards
providing exceptional customer engagements and experiences to your customers.
Today, those brands able to identify, understand and motivate their customers with cross-channel
customer intelligence and personalized engagements are realizing sustainable competitive
advantages, deeper relationships and unprecedented growth.
Too many brands today fall into the trap of ignoring their wealth of data due to its complexity or
attempt to retrofit traditional CRM platforms that fail to remotely address the sophisticated needs
of today’s marketer.
However, many brands rely on Consumer Management technology to unify their complex, crosschannel data sources and unlock their intelligence in order to deliver customer personalization
across online, email, mobile, social, in-store and direct mail channels. This advanced technology,
engineered to the specifications of marketers, is revolutionizing how they motivate their customers.
In terms of your brand’s customer strategy, devising it should incorporate a methodical approach
that aligns the steps in this guide in order to design, develop and deliver a holistic customer
experience. Practically every brand we work with, across an array of industries, from apparel and
automotive to food and footwear, stress that the process our team undertakes in the design and
development of their customer strategy is transformative to their business.
If you have any questions or would like to discuss the customer challenges your brand is facing and
the advanced solutions available please feel free to contact us.

Ned Moore
Co-founder & CEO
Clutch
clutch.com

|

@ClutchSuccess

|
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